‘Monsta’ User manual

The Simdash software is created and provided by Sym Projects
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Checklist
The box contains the following items:
- Monsta display
- Power adapter
- USB-Cable
- 2 brackets
- 4 Stainless steel bolts
- 4 Stainless steel screws
- 1 Alan-key
- 1 Spare nut
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Installing Monsta display
Connecting
Plug in the USB and Power adapter in the connectors on the back of the Monsta.

Connect the power adapter to a power socket, then connect the USB cable to a port on your PC. Windows will automatically
install the drivers.

Brackets
With the brackets you can hang up the Monsta with tie-wraps (or other hanging device) on your monitor stand. Unscrew the 4
bolts circled below. They are hand tight, so only use the Alan key provided with the package - you don’t need any other tools!

Replace the bolts with the longer version provided in the package. Remove the plastic coating on the bracket and mount them
on the back surface of the Monsta using the smaller holes. The large hole in the bracket should stick out on top of the Monsta.
Screw the nuts back on the bolts hand tight! DON’T USE TO MUCH POWER WHEN TIGHTENING THE NUTS, HANDTIGHT WILL DO!
THE DISPLAY CAN BE DAMAGED WHEN USING TO MUCH FORCE!

Hard mounting
There are 4 pre-drilled and tapped holes on the back of the Monsta to hard mount the display. Use the 4 screws provided to
mount the display.
DO NOT DRILL HOLES ON OTHER PLACES ON THE DISPLAY AND DO NOT USE LONGER SCREWS! THIS COULD RESULT IN SEVERE
DAMAGE TO THE DISPLAY!
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Download and installing Simdash
Go to http://www.symprojects.com/downloads/ and download the latest version of the software.
After downloading, extract the “Simdash.zip” file.
Run the setup.exe file and go through following steps.

Click Next

Select the folder where you want to install Simdash, the default
folder is recommended.

Click next

Installing...
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Software is installed, click Close

Note: If the software asks you to install Microsoft .NET Framework please accept as you need to have this installed on your PC in
order to run the Simdash software.
The installer will automatically create a shortcut on your desktop.
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First setup of the software
Double click the Simdash shortcut on your desktop or Simdash.exe file in the installed folder and the following screen will
appear.

Click on the tab “Simulators”
First step is linking the Simdash software to your simulator. In
this step the software will automatically install the required
plugins for the required Simulator.

The following screen appears - click the “Select installation
folder” button.

This tab contains numerous simulators which are supported by
the software - find your simulator and click “configure”
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Browse your computer and select the main folder of the desired simulation and click “OK”

Confirmation of the plugin, click “OK”

Click “OK” again to go back to the Simdash software - the simulator is now linked to Simdash.

Repeat these steps to configure the plugin’s for multiple simulators.
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Pre-configuration files
SRH created 2 configuration files so you can use your Monsta immediately.
Go to www.simracinghardware.com and go to the download section in the top navigation bar. There you can download the files.
Extract the files to any folder on your PC.
The main difference between the files is the way how the shift lights behave. The file named “Monsta Seq %.xml” has the shift
lights set to lit up one by one when applying more throttle. The file named “Monsta block %.xml” will light up the shift lights in
blocks per colour of the LED’s when increasing the throttle.
To activate one of the files go to the Simdash software and select the tab “Main”. With the Monsta connected to your PC the
Device called “DLC-247” should burn green as you can see in the picture below.

Click configure

Click import and browse to the folder where the files are
stored.

Select one of the 2 .XML files and click open.

You will now see that the configuration is loaded, click “OK” to confirm the settings. Start up your simulation and enjoy ☺
Make sure Simdash is running otherwise the Monsta will not light up and display data.
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Adjust settings
The configuration optionss in the Simdash software are immense - to get a better understanding of the software and
capabilities we have used the instruction file directly from www.Symprojects.com the creators of the software.
The picture below is the DLC-247’s configuration screen.

•

1 is the power consumption bar. It shows whether the external power supply is required, based on the number
of displays and LEDs used and their brightness.

•

2 shows the configured Display Groups. A display group contains the information about how to display a
certain data, what unit to convert the data to, how many figures to display, the number of decimal figures and
more. For example, if we were displaying the water temperature, we would have to choose how many figures
to display before and after the decimal point, if the temperature is displayed in Fahrenheit or Celsius degrees,
the brightness of the display and whether we want the displays to blink in some situations.

•

3 are the configuration setting for a specific display. In the picture above display 1 is displaying the first (and
only) digit of the display group “Gear position”.

•

4 is a TEST button. If you click the button the corresponding display or group of LEDs is turned on. This
function is useful when you want to check that a display or group of LEDs is connected to the board correctly.

•

5: this set of buttons is for creating, editing and deleting display groups and for importing and exporting the
DLC-247’s configuration.
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Example
In this example I am going to configure four displays to show the water temperature in Celsius degree. I want the
displays to blink when the temperature is above 90 °C.

•

First thing to do is to open the DLC-247 configuration screen and click the New… button. A new dialog will
pop up where we can define the settings for the water temperature read-out.

•

Referring to the picture below, put a name in the textbox highlighted by arrow 1. It can be any text but it is
easier if it describes the data value being displayed. Click the button highlighted by arrow 2 to select the data
to display (water temperature in our case).
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•

The Other Settings section will show more settings that need to be configured. Referring to the picture below:
o

(1) is the brightness of the group of 4 displays.

o

(2) is the unit used to display the water temperature.

o

(3) highlights two drop down list. The first one sets the number of figures before the decimal point, the
other one is the number of figures after. In out case we want 3 figures before the decimal point and
one after. So the displayed water temperature will be something like 123.4

o

(4): these two checkboxes sets whether the decimal point should be displayed (Yes, in out case) and
whether the displayed value should always have four figures, even if the temperature is less than 100
(for example 9.5 would be displayed as 009.5).

o

(5): the controls in the blinking section set if and when the displays should blink. We set the displays
to blink at medium speed when the temperature is above 90°C.

o
The settings displayed in the Other Settings might be a bit different in some cases, for example if you choose
to display the gear position or the lap time, but it should be easy to understand what they are used for.
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•

Now that we have configured the water temperature read-out and in particular we have configured it to use
four displays (three before and one after the decimal point) we have to assign each of the four digits of the
water temperature value to any of the 7 segment displays that are connected to the DCL-247. In the picture
below Digit n.4 (the leftmost digit of the water temperature value) is assign to display n.1. Digit n.1 (the
rightmost digit of the water temperature value, that is the digit after the decimal point) is connect to display
n.4.
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